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Rabbi Michael Beals       Erev Rosh Hashana 5780 

Congregation Beth Shalom     Wilmington, DE 

L’shanah Tovah… 

As our service began tonight, I thought about how fortunate we are to be 

together this year…to greet a new year…to greet one another.  Did you have the 

same thoughts?  (Pause) 

I also thought about how difficult this year has been for many people in our 

world, in our state, in our synagogue and Jewish community…and I thought what 

a good opportunity this is to pray for them and for all of us. 

During the service, to be honest, there are lots of other thoughts I 

have…the timing, making sure all the honors are fulfilled, making sure I call the 

right page numbers and that I remember all logistics I worked out with the cantor.  

I sometimes don’t have full concentration on prayer.  I can’t always feel as 

spiritual as I would like.  I suspect that may sometimes be the case for many of 

you.   That is why I want to return to this theme of personal spirituality in a 

moment. 
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Spirituality is even harder to achieve when times are harder.   One of those hard 

times for our people was during the era of the Crusades, when the rabbis wrote 

the following prayer to help us heal…and to give our people hope. 

L’takeyn olam b’malchut shadai 

To repair the world by means of the Kingdom of the Almighty – This is a 

phrase we are supposed to read quietly during the concluding Aleynu prayer, 

before we come in with the resounding: “v’ne’mar v’haya Adonai l’Melech al kol 

ha-a’retz, Join with me for a moment: ”b’yom ha hu, b’yom ha hu, yiyeh Adonai 

Echad. U’shemo, U’shemo. U’shemo Echad.” 

Frankly, that quiet paragraph with its Tikkun Olam  emphasis gets short 

shrift,   Not this year. 

 Tikkun Olam – Repair or perfection of the world – is the theme chosen by 

new CBS President Barney Kantar to kick off our 5780 year.  It is a wise choice.  

Tikkun Olam, or Social Action programs, have been by far the most popular and 

growing interest area of our synagogue congregants.  Just last month, members 

of CBS hosted a Baby Shower for Miryam Mohammadi.   
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Miryam is the matriarch of the Afghani refugee family CBS sponsored as part of 

our partnership with the RISE program of our Jewish Family Services of Delaware.  

By the way, in case you were wondering, she recently gave birth to a healthy baby 

boy. 

Other Tikkun Olam programs include Family Promise, helping families 

experiencing homelessness, Peace Drums organizing us to house youthful 

musicians from Jewish, Muslim, and Christian families from Israel during steel 

drum concert tours in the States, and Mentoring children at Warner and 

Shortlidge Elementary Schools.  Stacy Friedland chairs all these activities and 

welcomes your involvement. 

 Creating a theme for the year started with Barney’s predecessor, Jodie 

Pezzner.  Her choice was Kavod – honor.  For the entire year, we focused 

everything– from Hebrew School programs to monthly CBS Board 

Meetingsaround the theme of Kavod.  Now we will create programs, sermons and 

educational opportunities which honor our new commitment to Tikkun Olam, 

built on the foundation of Kavod. 

 During High Holy Days, I will be sharing five sermons, which will address 

different areas of Tikkun Olam.   
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 Tonight I would like to lay out the derivation of this concept.  It is a 

Kabbalistic idea which harkens back to the moment of Creation.  Jewish mysticism 

teaches that God filled the entire world and there was no room for human beings.   

So God performed an act of tsimtsum, Holy retraction, (tsimtsum) making space 

for human beings to exist.  As God retracted, the essence of God’s goodness was 

contained in glass containers.  These containers shattered, spreading shards of 

goodness connected to shards of glass into the world.  The act of tikkun olam is 

collecting these shards of goodness and putting the vessels back together again.  

This is highly abstract. It is made more concrete by suggesting that Social Action 

programs are one sure way of bringing these shards of goodness back together 

again. 

 Perhaps we should be MORE interested in is the word tikkun.  It suggests 

that things are in disrepair, and they need to be repaired.   For obvious reasons 

this is a popular High Holy Day idea.  If we understand each of us as an olam, a 

world, then we understand that we must repair ourselves.  We must repair 

OURSELVES first, if we have any chance of repairing the world.   
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Therefore, tonight I want to talk about making space in our hurried lives, at High 

Holy Days to allow emotional, psychological, and spiritual repair to happen, aided 

by  the many pages of the machzor and the many hours you will be in shul. 

Twentieth century Jewish philosopher Martin Buber, wrote volumes on 

how we can make the space needed to connect to God. Buber is required reading 

in both Jewish and Christian seminaries. In his book, The Way of Man: According 

to the Teaching of Hasidism, Buber writes:  

“This is the ultimate purpose: [pause] to let God in.  But we can let him in only 

where we really stand, where we live, where we live a true life.  If we maintain 

holy intercourse with the little world entrusted to us, if we help the holy spiritual 

substance to accomplish itself in that section of Creation in which we are living, 

then we are establishing, in this our place, a dwelling for the Divine Presence.” 

In a way, Buber is saying we humans need to do tsimtsum, we need to make holy 

space, to let God be in our lives.  It is as if we are taking the mystical teachings of 

Creation and turninf it on its head.  It is not God who needs to make space for 

humans --- rather, it is humans who need to make space for God. 
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 This year marks the 50th anniversary of the United States’ achievement of 

putting a person on the moon.  It was estimated that for every hour our 

astronauts spent in space during the Apollo missions, it took one million hours to 

make it happen back here on earth. Star Trek …. Star Wars …. Such a human 

fascination with SPACE… but what if it isn’t the Final Frontier.  

 SPACE captures our imagination, to be sure.  But what if, what if, what we 

are really craving, is space in here…in ourselves…in our ordinary lives, so we can 

let our souls expand, so we can nourish our neshamot?   

With regard to the Kabbalistic derivation of tikkun olam, I have already explained 

that Jewish mysticism considers the Creation story of Genesis in terms of 

tsimtsum – Holy contraction.  Bereshit .. in the Beginning, God’s Glory was 

everywhere, literally EVERYWHERE.  It was all Perfection.  But there was no SPACE 

for humanity.  Therefore, God had to shrink Godself in an act of tsimtsum, so 

there would be SPACE for us.  It was a compromise, to be sure.  Because humanity 

was anything BUT perfect. Yet, I imagine that God thought it was worth it.  God 

made space.  And in that space, humanity could stretch its legs and arms, and get 

into all sorts of mischief, but also achieve wonderful things …. from the creation 

of Psalms to landing on the moon. 
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 Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel called Shabbat that Sacred Island in Time, 

where we can let God in.  How about extending that concept to the High Holy 

Days?  Ideally, we should always be creating space to let God in – but at least 

during the two times a year when most Jews go to shul, we should DEFINITELY be 

letting God in.  Yet, I worry.  Do we  -- REALLY -- let God in at High Holy Days?  

 We appreciate the cantor’s voice and wonder if this is a tune we heard last 

year…or hear the choir’s familiar Mah-Tovu and realize it is that time of year 

AGAIN and the holidays seem to happen in shorter intervals.  It seems that way 

doesn’t it? 

And the clergy is decked out in all-white…a different and familiar look 

It’s all very grand.  Perhaps special if you come to shul more frequently.  

But what are we allowing ourselves to think about or to feel amidst all this 

pageantry? 

Have we really created space to let God in?  Perhaps not.   

SPACE --- we need SPACE!!  
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What if, when the Rabbi calls out the page numbers, the Cantor sings solos, 

and you choose to ignore it for a bit?:  treat it like Holy white noise – white like 

the colors of the robes.  What would you do with that newly-acquired space?  I 

am suggesting you could start with a page of your choosing in the Machzor.   

You could perhaps sing out a familiar refrain of Avinu Malkeynu or Shema 

Koleynu or the Al Cheytconfessional and then … and then ….  allow yourself to 

wander.  You find a word, a phrase, perhaps a line in an English reading, or 

perhaps in the confessional that really hits home – and you make space to stick 

with it.  

You turn it over in your head.  Better yet, you turn it over in your SOUL.  

You see where it takes you.  And the prayers will continue around you.  The 

melodies of the Cantor and the Choir will continue around you.  Don’t worry.  The 

Rabbi will call out another page number if it’s that important to you.  You’ll never 

be lost. But you will have created sacred space to [breathe] breathe, to reflect, to 

ponder, to question, to grow, to celebrate, to mourn, to become more than you 

were before you walked into shul.   And, after all, isn’t that the entire point of 

investing all these hours in prayer at High Holy Days – to come out of this 

reflective process MORE than you were than when you first started? 
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I have just turned the corner on three months since I lost my dad.  This is 

the loss of my own parent.  Of course, I have more than 23 years-worth of 

experience comforting congregants over the loss of THEIR parents.  But I have 

never had to do face this myself.  I turned to a dear friend of mine who I go to for 

wisdom from time-to-time.  I asked him how he managed emotionally after the 

loss of his grandmother, his mother and then his father, all in the course of three 

short years.  And he said SPACE.  He created space in his busy day to mourn.  And 

he suggested that I, too, try to create space to mourn.   

As hard as it was to send man up into space, it is also hard to create SPACE 

right here on earth: to mourn, to ponder, to reflect, to pray.  This is precisely why 

High Holy Days are so precious, so filled with potential.  We are blessed with long 

stretches of time to luxuriate in precious space – with the confines of work and 

school and duties all moved to one side so we can give ourselves space.  

This new year 5780 at Congregation Beth Shalom is about tikkun olam – 

world repair.  I put it to you that world repair must begin by repairing ourselves.  

Throughout the next ten days we will explore different ways we might achieve 

this much-needed repair work.  But starting tonight, let us take a page out of 

Buber, let us create the space necessary to LET GOD IN  L’shana tovah!    
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